1. INTRODUCTION We recall now that the almost hyperbolic Hermitian manifolds have been studied by several authors (see the list of references in [3] ). It is known that an almost hyperbolic Hermitian (called also parahermtian) manifold is a pseudo-Riemannian manifold (M,g) endowed with an almost product structure P with is skew-symmetric with respect to g, i.e.: P Id; P ; + Id; g(PX,Y) + g(X,PY) O, V X,Y x(M).
(1.1)
It follows that M has an even dimension, g has the signature (n,n) and the eigenvalues +1 and -1 have the same multiplielty. These manifolds were elasified in [1] with respect to the eovariant derivative of the almost symplectie structure f, called the symplectic 2-form associated to (P,g) and [6] Since l,._l (r) is a pseudo-Riemannian submanifold of the hyperbohc Kthler manifold 2", P ,<,>), denote by g (R we the restriction of < > to .,,_ (r).
We recall now the construction of the almost paracontact metric structure defined in [8] 
Moreover, we define on M a tensor field P of type (1,1) such that P(d/dt,0) (0,); (1, 1) defined by L P $ u (R) V + v (R) U satisfies L L 0, which s a special structure studed in [9] .Moreover, we get the following relation between the structure L and the metric g: g(LX,LY) -g(X,Y) + v(X)v(Y)= u(X)u(Y), VX,Y X (M).
